[The cardiovascular manifestations of Paget's disease].
After reviewing the old ideas (peripheral syndrome and cardiac insufficiency at high outputs) and more recent ideas (arterial and intracardiac vascular calcification), the authors report their experiences based on the study of the histories of 150 patients suffering from Paget's disease followed for several years. First they emphasize the frequent latency of cardiac manifestations looked for systematically by means of the electrocardiogram particularly during evolutive stages of the disease. Electrocardiographic disturbances were observed 91 times and included 43 cases of conduction disorders and 48 of repolarization disorders; their distribution was studied as a function of various inherent parameters, of the patient (age and sex) and of the disease (its evolutive character and its degree of diffusion). On the basis of the anti-arythmic power of calcitonin found during experiments and obtained excellent results three times. Finally the place of cardiovascular manifestations in the pathogenic hypotheses and nosology of Paget's disease is discussed.